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Abstract — This paper describes the wireless and
simultaneous interrogation of multiple passive (zero-power)
pressure sensors in an industrial environment with a reading
range of at least 3 meters. The 3D beamscanning of the scene is
performed from a 24GHz FM-CW radar and for diverse electric
field polarizations. The benefits of using the cross-polarized
electric fields combined with a radar imagery technique are
enlightened from the analysis of the ambient clutter and the
simultaneous remote interrogation of two passive pressure
sensors. The measurement uncertainty on pressure obtained
from the proposed long-range wireless technique is finally
reported and discussed.
Keywords — passive microwave remote sensing, radar
imaging, radar remote sensing, transducers, radar polarimetry

I. I NTRODUCTION
Remote sensing in electromagnetic reflective and/or harsh
environments is challenging, especially when sensors are
chipless and batteryless (or zero-power). Paradoxically, these
sensors might be very useful in such environments, in which
integrated circuits may be damaged and human intervention is
limited. Remote sensing using Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW)
tags, passive RFID tags or radiofrequency (RF) resonators
has been investigated in harsh conditions, such as, in extreme
temperatures [1][2] or cluttered environments [3]. The lifetime
of tags in extreme conditions depends mainly on their
constitutive materials, but the reliability of the wireless link
between tags and their reader may be significantly degraded
by surrounded electromagnetic reflective environments. The
electromagnetic clutter (spurious radar echoes), multiple
reflections (multipath) or destructive interferences (shadow
regions) may decrease the signal-to-noise ratio and eventually
make tags undetectable. One solution for increasing the
signal-to-noise ratio is to take advantage of the polarization
diversity. Benefits of using cross-polarized electric fields have
been previously investigated for chipless RFID sensor tags in
[4], [5], [6]. However, these previous studies targeted short
reading ranges (few tens of centimeters). In many industrial
applications, such as Structural Health Monitoring (SHM)
in inaccessible areas, larger range of wireless interrogation
is often required. Cross-polarized sensor tags combined
with a microwave radar imagery technique allow reaching
radar-to-tag distance of 50 meters in indoor environments
[7]. In this paper, we propose a new long-range wireless
multi-sensing technique in industrial environments using
zero-power (passive or batteryless) pressure sensors and
cross-polarized electric fields. The term long-range refers
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the 3D beamscanning principle of N zero-power
sensors with a FM-CW radar using polarization diversity. Pressure sensors are
here passive pressure transducers connected to two cross-polarized antennas
through delay lines.

here to a distance of interrogation of 3 meters or more,
while the term short-range refers to reading ranges of few
centimeters usually offered by standard chipless RFID sensor
tags. Moreover, the term multi-sensing refers here to the
simultaneous remote interrogation of multiple sensors in the
scene. The so-called testing loop is used to measure and
characterize the flow of fluids inside pipes, and many invasive
sensors are usually needed to measure, e.g., the temperature
and pressure of the flow inside pipes. These sensors are
generally located along pipes typically of few tens meters long.
In this paper, we investigate the radar interrogation of several
passive pressure sensors surrounded by many electromagnetic
reflective structures (such as metallic pipes, grids, walls, etc.).
The paper is organized as follows: Section II details the 3D
beamscanning principle using co- and cross-polarized electric
fields. In Section III, the experimental setup is described
and two zero-power pressure sensors next to a testing loop
are wirelessly interrogated. Next, clutter and radar echoes
of these sensors are analyzed from 3D radar images and
the computation of the so-called isolines. Finally, the remote
estimation of the overpressure is reported and the measurement
uncertainty obtained from the proposed wireless technique is
finally given and discussed.
II. M EASUREMENT P RINCIPLE
The measurement principle is illustrated on Fig. 1. The
reader unit is a FM-CW radar with carrier frequency fc and
bandwidth B. The front-end is composed of the transmission
channel (Tx ) and two reception channels (Rx,1 and Rx,2 ).
The Tx antenna has narrow beamwidth in azimuth and
elevation, denoted respectively by ϕA and θA , and its
polarization is either vertical (V ) or horizontal (H). The

Rx,1 antenna is vertically-polarized, while the polarization
of the Rx,2 antenna is horizontal. The radar performs the
beamscanning of the scene, in which are distributed N
zero power pressure (or batteryless) sensors at respective
positions (ϕ1 ,θ1 ,R1 ), (ϕ2 ,θ2 ,R2 ),...,(ϕN ,θN ,RN ) relatively to
the FM-CW radar location. The triplet (ϕk ,θk ,Rk ) designates
the azimuth, elevation and range from the radar of the k th
pressure sensor. As illustrated in Fig. 1, each sensor is
composed of : (i) A zero-power pressure transducer, that
is, a passive two-port which converts the pressure applied
on the sensor into the variation of its scattering parameters
S11 , S12 , S21 , S22 at the radar operating frequency; (ii) V −
and H−polarized antennas; (iii) Two delay lines of electrical
lengths L1 and L2 , which are used for connecting the V − and
H−polarized antennas to the input (1) and output (2) ports of
the transducer. The analysis of the so-called backscattering
antenna (or sensing) mode of such passive and wireless
sensors allows in principle the remote estimation of the
overpressure. This electromagnetic backscattering originates
in the impedance mismatch at input and output ports of
the transducer : as the mismatch level depends on the
pressure applied on the transducer, overpressure variation is
expected to change the radar echo level of the sensor. The
electric field transmitted by the radar is here either H− or
V −polarized, while the sensing mode is dual-polarized, that is,
the electric field backscattered by the sensor is the combination
of H−polarized and V −polarized electric fields. When the
electric field transmitted by the radar is, say, H−polarized, the
H−polarized component of the backscattered electric field is
due to the sensing and structural modes of the H−polarized
antenna of the sensor. Moreover, the V −polarized component
of the field backscattered by the sensor is generated by
the radiation from the V −polarized sensor antenna of the
electric field received by the H−polarized sensor antenna
and transmitted through the transducer and delay lines. The
resulting V −polarized component of the backscattered electric
field is next received by the Rx,1 -antenna.
Table 1. Expected range from the radar of the backscattering sensing mode
of the k th pressure sensor as a function of the polarization configuration p.

Polarization
V -pol
of the
radar Rx
antennas
H-pol

Polarization of the radar Tx antenna
V -pol
H-pol
p = VV
p=VH
2
Rk + L1
Rk + L1 +L
2
p = HV
p = HH
1
Rk + L2 +L
Rk + L2
2

In order to clarify the various polarization configurations
studied in this paper, the so-called polarization configuration,
denoted by p, is defined here as follows: when the electric field
transmitted by the radar is H-polarized (resp. V -polarized),
then (i) p = HV (resp. p = V V ) if the electric field
is received by the Rx,1 -antenna, and (ii) p = HH (resp.
p = V H) if the electric field is received by the Rx,2 -antenna.
Throughout this paper, p = V V or HH refers to the
co-polarization (co-pol) configuration, while p = V H or
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Fig. 2. Two passive pressure sensors located respectively at R1 =3.3m and
R2 =4.9m from the 24GHz FM-CW radar in an industrial hangar. Sensors are
surrounded by many electromagnetic reflective structures (metallic pipes, grid,
walls, etc.)

HV refers to the cross-polarization (x-pol) configuration. The
eventual electromagnetic coupling between the two sensors
antennas is assumed to be negligible. As reported in Table
1, it is expected that the distance between the radar and
the backscattering sensing mode will depend on the chosen
polarization configuration.
III. M ATERIAL AND M ETHOD
To demonstrate the feasibility of the multisensing in
cluttered environments based on co- and cross-polarized
electric fields and 3D radar imagery, two pressure sensors,
named sensor 1 and sensor 2, are placed next to a testing
loop in an industrial hangar (operating mode of such sensors
can be found in [8]). An overpressure is first applied on
the two sensors from 0 bar to 2 bars. As depicted in Fig.
2, these sensors are located respectively at ranges R1 =3.3m
and R2 =4.9m from the FM-CW radar of carrier frequency
fc =23.8GHz and modulation bandwidth B=2GHz. The radar
Tx -antenna is a circular horn with a dielectric lens, and its gain
is of 28dBi with same beamwidth in azimuth and elevation
(ϕA = θA = 6◦ ). Rx,1 and Rx,2 antennas are rectangular
horns with a gain of 20dBi. The output power of the radar
front-end is of 10dBm (10mW). The two antennas connected
to pressure sensors are identical cross-polarized rectangular
horns (gain of 20dBi). As electrical lengths of the delay lines
are L1 =L2 =1.2m, it can be derived from Table 1 that sensing
modes are located at the same distance from the radar for
all polarization configurations. Sensing modes of the sensor 1
and sensor 2 are located respectively at 4.5m and 6.1m from
the radar. The radar is mounted on a pan-tilt plateform that
performs a 3D mechanical beamscanning of the scene. The
angular resolution is 1◦ both in azimuth and elevation. The
c
, where c is the speed of light.
range resolution d is of 2B
As a result, d=7,5cm. To obtain 3D radar images for any
polarization configuration p (= V V , V H, HV and HH), the
beamscanning is performed using a V −polarized transmitted
electric field, and next by using a H−polarized transmitted
field. Scattering parameters of the two pressure transducers
are displayed in Fig. 3a for the sensor 1 and in Fig. 3b for the
sensor 2.
Isolines of the beamscanned scene are computed for 3D
radar images in elevation and azimuth planes. The term
isoline refers to the line along which the radar echo level
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Fig. 3. Measured scattering parameters at 23.8GHz of (a) sensor 1 and (b)
sensor 2 as a function of the applied overpressure. ∆Sq (where q=11, 12, 21
and 22) denotes the full-scale measurement range of the scattering parameter
Sq

is the same.Computed isolines associated with the clutter are
displayed in Fig. 4 in black color for p = V V , V H, HV ,
and HH in (θ, ϕ, R) coordinate system. It can be observed
that the number of isolines differs significantly between co-pol
and x-pol configurations: the number of isolines is actually
of 391 for p=V V , 66 for p=V H, 72 for p=HV , and 353
for p=HH. This is due to the reduction of the clutter in the
x-pol radar images compared with one obtained from co-pol
radar images. In red and blue colors are displayed in Fig.
4 isolines of sensing modes for the two passive pressure
sensors. During the beamscanning, the applied overpressures
were of 0,7 bar for the sensor 1, and 1,1 bars for the
sensor 2. The computed isolines allow estimating the location
of these sensors with angular resolutions of 1◦ in azimuth
and elevation, and range resolution of d=7.5cm. Inside the
volume of the 3D scene beamscanned by the radar in a given
polarization configuration, the sensors-to-clutter radar echoes
ratio Λp is computed as follows :
Λp =

Nsensors,p
Nsensors,p + Nclutter,p

(1)

where p denotes the polarization configuration, Nsensors,p
is the number of isolines generated by the sensors and
Nclutter,p is the number of isolines generated by the clutter.
In absence of clutter in the beamscanned volume, Λp is
equal to 1 and all isolines in this volume are generated only
by the sensing mode. Consequently, the applied overpressure
can be derived from the analysis of the isolines, as it will
be shown below. However, when the clutter is very high,
Λp is close to 0 and the isolines are generated by the
clutter only. As a consequence, the sensing modes are no
more detectable and the overpressure cannot be remotely
estimated. From the computed isolines displayed in Fig. 4,
the following sensors-to-clutter radar echoes ratios are derived:
ΛV V =0,0051, ΛV H =0,030, ΛV H =0,027 and ΛHH =0,0056.
The x-pol ratios ΛV H and ΛHV are then ten times larger than
the co-pol ratios ΛV V and ΛHH . Therefore, compared with the
co-pol configurations, the x-pol configurations allow detecting
more easily the backscattering sensing modes in presence of
strong electromagnetic clutter.
We show now that the overpressure applied on multiple
sensors can be derived from the isolines generated by sensing
modes. For this purpose, we define the statistical estimator

Fig. 4. Isolines (in elevation/azimuth/range coordinates) derived from the
radar beamscanning of the scene and computed from different polarization
configurations (p = V V , V H, HV , and HH). In black color are displayed
isolines of the clutter, while blue and red colors indicate isolines of the sensing
modes for respectively the pressure sensor 1 (for an applied overpressure of
0,7 bar) and the pressure sensor 2 (for an applied overpressure of 1,1 bars).

emax,p as the highest echo level inside the region enclosed by
the isoline for the polarization configuration p. The variation
of emax,p as a function of the overpressure applied on the
two sensors is displayed in Fig. 5. In Table 2, the full-scale
measurement range ∆p (with p = V V , V H, HV , and HH)
is reported for the two sensors between 0.1 bar and 1.1
bars and are compared with the full-scale measurement range
∆Sq (with q=11, 12, 21 and 22) of the scattering parameters
derived from Fig. 3. As expected, the highest full-scale ranges
are obtained from sensor 2, because its scattering parameters
are more sensitive to overpressure variation, as it can be
observed from Fig. 3. For each sensor, estimator emax,V V
differs from emax,HH because S11 differs from S22 . Moreover,
the variations versus overpressure of emax,V H and emax,HV
are similar because S12 and S21 are also similar for the two
sensors (see Fig. 3). We observe an offset of 3dB between
emax,V H and emax,HV due to the unexpected difference of
link budget between Rx,1 and Rx,2 channels. Last but not
least emax,HH is lower than the noise level when the applied
overpressure is below 0,7 bar. To highlight the benefit of the
x-pol configuration compared with co-pol configuration, the
∆
sensitivity (or slope) of emax,p ∆Sp (units are in dB/dB) is
q
also calculated between 0.1 bar and 1.1 bars and reported in
Table 2. For the sensor 1 which has lower full-scale ranges,
sensitivities are approximately the same for all polarization
configurations, except for p=HH which offers low sensitivity
(0.2). We observe for the sensor 2, which has higher full-scale
measurement ranges, that the sensitivity in x-pol configuration
is higher than one obtained from co-pol configurations (0.6 for
p=V V , 0.8 for p=V H and 1.1 for p=HV ).
To evaluate the measurement uncertainty of the
overpressure, the beamscanning of the scene is performed
successively 50 times. The mean value, standard deviation of

Table 2. Full-scale range ∆Sq of the scattering parameter Sq (with q=11,
12, 21 and 22), full-scale measurement range ∆p (with p = V V , V H, HV ,
∆
and HH) and sensitivity ∆ p of the estimator emax,p between 0.1 bar and
Sq
1.1 bars for the two passive pressure sensors.

p / Sq

pressure sensor 1
∆
∆p (dB) ∆Sq (dB) ∆Sp

q

V V / S11
2.1
V H / S12
1.5
HV / S21
1.6
HH / S22
2.7
a
NR : not relevant

3.1
2.8
2.8
9.5

0.6
0.5
0.5
0.2

pressure sensor 2
∆
∆p (dB) ∆Sq (dB) ∆Sp

q

3.1
2.5
3.6
NRa

4.5
3.1
3.1
7.6

0.6
0.8
1.1
NRa

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. mean(emax,p ) as a function of (a) std(emax,p ) and (b) of the
measurement uncertainty ǫp defined by Eq. (2). Isolines are computed from
fifty 3D radar beamscannings. Red and blue circles indicate isolines obtained
from co-pol and x-pol configurations, respectively.

IV. C ONCLUSION

VV
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We have demonstrated in this paper that cross-polarized
electric fields combined with a 3D radar imagery technique
can be advantageously used to perform the long-range (>
3 meters) simultaneous interrogation of passive and wireless
sensors in cluttered environments. Moreover, the 3D analysis
of the clutter with isolines can be used to localize specific spots
of a scene with high signal-to-noise ratio, and consequently
may be advantageously used for avoiding shadow regions in
the placement of the passive sensors.
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Fig. 5. Statistical estimator emax,p as a function of the applied overpressure
for the pressure sensor 1 (crosses) and pressure sensor 2 (down triangles) and
for the four polarization configurations V V , V H, HV , and HH.

the echo level and isolines are derived in linear scale from
the volume used for Fig. 4. The mean value and standard
deviation of emax,p , denoted mean(emax,p ) and std(emax,p )
are computed for each isoline and displayed in Fig. 6a in dB
scale. It can be observed that mean(emax,p ) and std(emax,p )
are strongly correlated, and mean(emax,p ) increases with
std(emax,p ). Let be ǫp the measurement uncertainty on the
applied overpressure defined as follows:
ǫp =

std(emax,p )
mean(emax,p)

(2)

The uncertainty ǫp (in %) is displayed in Fig. 6b as a
function of mean(emax,p ). ǫp decreases with mean(emax,p ).
As expected, the overpressure estimation derived from
isolines of low radar echo level is less accurate than
estimations obtained from isolines of higher echo level.
However, compared with co-pol configurations, the impact
on measurement uncertainty is strongly reduced for x-pol
configurations. As an example, when the overpressure of
0.5bar is applied on the sensor 2, it can be observed from
Fig. 5 that emax,V H =-63.0dB. From Fig. 6b, we derived that
2.5% < ǫV V < 7.5% and 2.5% < ǫV H < 5.0% at -63dB. The
measurement uncertainty decreases with emax,p for both coand x-pol configurations, but to a lesser extent for the x-pol
configuration due to higher signal-to-noise ratios.
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